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Content issues
Content accessibility issues that should be addressed by a content author or editor. The
following issues should be fairly straightforward to fix.

Alternative text
People who are blind and or have low vision rely on the alt text attribute to understand the
equivalent meaning of images in textual form. For examples of good alt text, please refer to the
alternative text guide.

Best practice: Remove ʻphoto ofʼ or ʻimage ofʼ in alt text

Summary of issue

Including words like ʻphoto ofʼ or ʻimage ofʼ in the alt text is redundant since assistive
technologies already indicate that the element is an image.

https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/part/diabetes/
https://ryersondmp.github.io/sa11y/
https://www.ryerson.ca/web-support/seo-accessibility/alternative-text/


Screenshots

Relevant pages with this issue

● Module: Diabetes Assess

● Module: Hypertension and Dyslipidemia Assess

● Module: Renal Assess

How to fix

Remove the words ʻPhoto of .̓

Alternative text doesnʼt sufficiently describe image

Summary of issue

Some instances of alternative text do not sufficiently describe the image, or require a long
description. Please review alternative text examples for STEM.

Relevant pages with this issue

● Background - all diagram images

● Module: Hypertension and Dyslipidemia Implement - Nutrition Facts table

https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/diabetes-assess/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/htn-assess/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/renal-assess/
https://ccconlineed.instructure.com/courses/6911/pages/alternate-text-for-stem-examples
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/htn-background/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/htn-implement/


How to fix

Ensure all text in the image is encapsulated in the alt text or provide an alternative text format
for the image (such as a long description which is an attribute of an image element that leads to
a link with a long description of the image ).

Images marked as decorative require alt text

Screenshots

These images require alt text. Alt text should provide a concise description conveying essential
information about the image.

Screenshots

Relevant pages with this issue

● Hypertension and Dyslipidemia

How to fix

Add descriptive alt text to the image.

https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/part/hypertension-and-dyslipidemia/


Heading structure
Headings do not only act as visual cues, but also as an outline as to how a page is structured and
how sections relate to one another. Learn more about heading structure.

Apply heading semantics to headings

Summary of issue

Headings are used to separate different sections of content, so heading semantics are required
for the titles below.

Screenshots

Relevant pages with this issue

● Module: Diabetes Assess

● Part/Module Complete at the bottom of the module pages

○ E.g. Module Hypertension and Dyslipidemia: Plan - PART 2 – PLAN  COMPLETE

How to fix

Apply heading semantics to the headings above.

https://www.ryerson.ca/web-support/seo-accessibility/heading-structure/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/diabetes-assess/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/htn-plan/


Bolding text does not make it a heading. Use a heading format instead. Headings should not skip
levels either.

Link text
Descriptive links improve page usability as they act as scanning cues for sighted users, and
accurately convey purpose and function for non-sighted users. Descriptive links also provide
search engines context and relationships between link text and link destinations, which is good
for search engine optimization (SEO). Learn more about link text & writing.

Remove empty link

Summary of issue

Empty links can cause confusion to those who rely on assistive technology to navigate
webpages.

Screenshots

Relevant pages with this issue

● Module: Renal Reading List

How to fix

Remove the empty link.

https://www.ryerson.ca/web-support/seo-accessibility/link-text-writing-practices/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/renal-readings/


Video

Video requires alternative to sight-only content

Summary of issue

The first half of the video relies on sight-only as there is solely text in the video and no audio
accompanying the information displayed.

Screenshots

Relevant pages with this issue

● Module: Diabetes Assess

● Module: Hypertension and Dyslipidemia Assess

● Module: Renal Implement

https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/diabetes-assess/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/htn-assess/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/renal-implement/


How to fix

Add a voiceover for the text in the video or provide a media alternative, such as an enhanced
transcript.

Video captioning

Summary of issue

Ensure all videos have captions. Automated captions are a great starting point, but they still
need to be reviewed for accuracy.

Screenshots

Relevant pages with this issue

● Module: Diabetes Assess

● Module: Hypertension and Dyslipidemia Assess

How to fix

Refer to the captioning & description accessibility guide for more information. If this video is not
owned by Ryerson, please consider contacting the video owner to provide closed captions.

https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/diabetes-assess/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/htn-assess/
https://www.ryerson.ca/accessibility/guides-resources/captioning/#automatic


List semantics

Summary of issue

There are items depicted as a list, but lack the semantic markup of one.

Screenshots

Relevant pages with this issue

● Hypertension and Dyslipidemia

How to fix

Create an ordered list by containing the list items with the <ol> tag.

https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/part/hypertension-and-dyslipidemia/


Audit of Outpatient GI, Enteral Nutrition,
Parenteral Nutrition, Inpatient GI

Accessible identification of trigger foods

Bolding and highlighting may not be enough for someone who uses assistive technology like
screen readers. Itʼs recommended to also add an asterisk to each item.

Issue is also relevant on two charts on the Impatient GI Assess page.

Long description needed

https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/gi_in-assess/


H5P iframe requires descriptive title

H5P fill-in-the-blank on the Assess page requires a “human readable” title. Please populate the
meta Title field on the H5P component page. Currently, it is “EN_Assess_Weight”.

● Implement page
● Assess weight page
● Please review all remaining H5P object titles

Table needs headers

All charts on Parenteral Nutrition: Implement page, Evaluate page, require table headers.

Empty headings

Please delete two empty headings on the Inpatient GI background page.

https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/en-assess/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/en-implement/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/pn-assess/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/pn-implement/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/pn-evaluate/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/gi_in-background/


Semantic headings needed

Semantic headings needed on the Parenteral Nutrition page, including Evaluate

Video missing accurate closed captions

This list is non-exhaustive. Please review YouTube video manager to ensure accurate closed
captions were uploaded for each video.

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27PicEWizwI
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQDPxaSTMRA&t=9s
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ak1fWUXto5Y&t=15s

https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/pn-implement/
https://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca/dietmods/chapter/pn-evaluate/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27PicEWizwI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQDPxaSTMRA&t=9s

